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This study focuses on a vital aspect of illicit drug trafficking: the huge profits that flow from this trade into the hands 
of criminals and their networks. South-Eastern Europe, through the so-called Balkan route, is a key pathway for the 
delivery of opiates from Afghanistan into Western and Central Europe.
The present study estimates that the total monetary value of illicit opiates trafficked along the route is worth an 
average of $28 billion per annum. Such funds are, tragically, greater than the entire GDP of Afghanistan; a finding 
that highlights the scope of the trafficking that occurs through the Balkan route. But the acknowledgement of the 
problem, and its scale, is only the first step in defining clear and comprehensive solutions.
The recent UNODC Afghanistan Opium Survey 2015 has shown that cultivation and production of opium in the country 
has declined. This is indeed welcome news. But if we are to capitalise on this, there is a real need for the Afghan 
Government and the international community, including every country along the Balkan route, to commit themselves 
to close cooperation.
UNODC is helping through a number of initiatives that seek to promote partnerships, information sharing and joint 
operations. These are as essential in the Balkans as they are along the other routes moving opiates out of Afghanistan.
As part of our Inter-Regional Drug Control Approach, one such project is our “networking the networks” initiative, 
which is building greater connectivity. It offers an opportunity to bring together real-time coordination, and a focus 
on strategy and operational efforts. 
Networking the networks has already brought together agencies including CARICC, JPC and GCC CIC, as well as 
Europol, INTERPOL, the WCO, ASEANAPOL, the Egmont Group and the OSCE. The container control programme, co-
managed by UNODC and the World Customs Organization, as well as the Maritime Crime Programme are adding to 
these efforts to help States disrupt the trafficking flows. Central to this work is chasing down the illicit funds.
Drug Money: the illicit proceeds of opiates trafficked on the Balkan route is essential for our comprehensive response 
to opiates trafficked in the Balkans and to appreciate the volume of money laundered annually as a result of this 
trafficking.
Thanks to this study we now have a clearer understanding of illicit funds. We must use it to sharpen our focus on 
breaking up the criminal networks, seizing their profits before they are laundered and countering the flow of opiates 
from Afghanistan in full cooperation with Member States.
Yury Fedotov
Executive Director
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
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1 Edward Kleemans, Melvin R. J. Soudijn, and Anton W. Weenink, “Situational Crime Prevention and Cross-Border Crime,” in Situational 
Prevention of  Organized Crimes, ed. Ronald V. Clarke and Nick Tilley (Cullompton, Devon: Willan Publishing, 2010); David Weisburd, “Policing 
Drug Hot Spots: The Jersey City Drug Market Analysis Experiment,” Justice Quarterly Justice Quarterly 12, no. 4 (1995): 711–35.
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3 UNODC, World Drug Report 2010 (Vienna, 2010). 





7 UNODC, The Illicit Drug Trade through South-Eastern Europe (Vienna, 2014). 
Figure 1. The main traﬃcking routes of Afghan opiates
Note: the designations employed and the presentation of material in this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the 
Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of 
its frontiers or boundaries. Dashed lines represent undetermined boundaries. The dotted line represents approximately the Line of Control in Jammu and 
Kashmir agreed upon by India and Pakistan. The final status of Jammu and Kashmir has not yet been agreed upon by the parties. The final boundary between 
the Sudan and South Sudan has not yet been determined. The trafficking routes represented on the above map should be considered broadly indicative and 
based on data analysis rather than definitive route outlines. Such analyses are based upon on data related to official drug seizures along the trafficking routes 
as well as officilal country report and Annual Response Questionnaires. Routes may deviate to other countries along the routes and there are numerous 
secondary flows that may not be represented.
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Figure 2. The Balkan route countries/territory
Note: the boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceplance by the United Nations. The 
dotted line represents approximately the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir agreed upon by India and Pakistan. The final status of Jammu and Kashmir 
has not yet been agreed upon by the parties.
Source: UNODC.
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Figure 3. Afghanistan: source of all illicit opiates traﬃcked on the Balkan route
8 UNODC, The Illicit Drug Trade through South-Eastern Europe (Vienna, 2014).
9 UNODC, ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????(Vienna, 2015). 
10 UNODC, World Drug Report 2013 (Vienna, 2013).
11?????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ????????????????????Afghan Opium Survey 2014 (Vienna, 2014).
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Note: the boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceplance by the United Nations. The 
dotted line represents approximately the Line of Control in Jammu and Kashmir agreed upon by India and Pakistan. The final status of Jammu and Kashmir 
has not yet been agreed upon by the parties.
Source: UNODC.
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Figure 4. The three branches of the Balkan route through South-Eastern Europe













12 UNODC, The Global Afghan Opium Trade (Vienna, 2011).













The northern branch of the Balkan route
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Trafﬁcking routes
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19 UNODC, World Drug Report 2010 (Vienna, 2010).
20 UNODC, Opiate Flows through Northern Afghanistan and Central Asia (Vienna, 2012).
21 UNODC, The Illicit Drug Trade through South-Eastern Europe (Vienna, 2014).
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2: The monetary value of illicit opiates 













2.1. Estimating the total quantity of illicit Afghan opiates 






a demand-based approach (see Box 2). 
Figure 5. Total quantity of opiates traﬃcked on the Balkan route
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different estimates of per-user annual consumption.24 An annual per-user consumption of 75725????????????????
is considered in this study. 
Retail, wholesale and international trade
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Conversion of opium to pure opiate equivalents
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25?????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ????????? ??????????Afghanistan Opium Survey 2012 (Vienna, 2012).
26 FATF/OECD, ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ?????????????. 
27 EMCDDA, Pilot Study on Wholesale Drug Prices in Europe (Lisbon, 2011).
28 FATF/OECD, ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ??????????
????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
29 UNODC, World Drug Report, various years. Data available at https://data.unodc.org.













of opiate users31 by per-user annual consumption of opiates. 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
of per-user annual consumption.32?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????33
Box 2. Demand-side estimates
?????????????? ??????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
demand-side approach.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ??????????? ??? ???????????? ??????????? ???? ????????? ????????????? ???????? ? ????????????? ????34 These 
??????????????? ??????????????? ??????????? ????????????????? ????????????? ????????????? ??????? ???? ????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????





related to the estimation of both prevalence and per-user consumption.37
?????? ???????? ??? ???? ????????????????? ???????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
31?????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
adult population in the same year.
32???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
33?????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ????????? ??????????Afghanistan Opium Survey 2009 (Vienna, 2009), http://www.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
34?????????????????????????????? ????????????? ?????????? ????????????????????Afghan Opium Survey 2014????????????????? ?????? ????????
????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
35????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ?????????????????????????????Drug and Alcohol Dependence 
119, no. 1–2 (2011): 153–60.
36??????
37????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????










38????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ????????????????????Afghanistan Opium Survey 2010, 2011, 2012 (Vienna:, 
2010, 2011, 2012).
Table 1. Estimated heroin and opium consumption in the Balkan route countries/territory (kilograms of pure 
illicit opiates), 2009-2012 average
Annual 
Prevalence







Albania 0.45%  331  416  511 -
Austria 0.45% ????? ??????? ??????? -
??????? 0.20% ?????  623  764 -
?????????????????????? 0.30%  285  358 ????? -
???????? 0.51% ????? ??????? ??????? -
Croatia 0.36%  362  455 ????? -
?????????????? 0.15% ?????  477  585 -
??????? 0.52%  661  830 ??????? -
France ????? ??????? ??????? ???????? -
??????? 0.40% ??????? ??????? ???????? -
?????? ?????  737 ????? ??????? -
??????? 0.05%  120  150  185 -
Iran (Islamic Republic of) 2.27% ???????? ???????? ???????? ??????
Ireland 0.72%  740 ????? ??????? -
Italy 0.45% ??????? ??????? ??????? -
??????? 0.40%  164  206  253 -
?????????? ?????  67  84  104 -
????????????????? 0.50%  255  321 ????? -
?????????? 0.36%  53  66  82 -
Netherlands 0.13%  505  635 ????? -
Norway 0.30%  332  417  512 -
Poland 0.10% ????? ??????? ??????? -
???????? ?????  704  885 ??????? -
Romania 0.11%  532 ?????  821 -
?????? 0.28%  485 ?????  748 -
???????? 0.13%  176  222  272 -
???????? 0.44%  218  275  337 -
????? 0.23% ??????? ??????? ??????? -
?????? 0.23% ?????  618  758 -
??????????? 0.53% ??????? ??????? ??????? -
?????? 0.03%  524 ????? ????? -
?????????????? 0.81% ???????? ???????? ???????? -
Balkan route ????????  92,121 ????????? ??????
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determine the three estimates.38  
The quantity consumed is given by the number of users multiplied by the per-user annual consumption. 
Source: elaboration on UNODC and EMCDDA data.
??
39??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ????????????????????????????Heinz Research, May 24, 2005, http://repository.
??????????????????????
40?????????????????????????????? ????????????? ?????????? ????????????????????Afghan Opium Survey 2014 (Vienna, 2014). 
41???? ???????????????????? ????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????The Global Afghan Opium Trade 
(Vienna, 2011).
42???????? ?????????????????????????? ????? ?????? ?????, 95.
43????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????? ???????????????



















unware of the purity of the substances they buy.42????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
A comprehensive series of data on heroin purity is available to UNODC.43??????????????????? ??????????????
incoherent for some countries44??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????





Table 2.  Annual seizures of opiates in the Balkan route countries/territory (converted to kilograms of pure 
heroin equivalent), 2009-2012 average
Heroin Opium in pure 
heroin equivalent TotalRetail Wholesale International trade
Albania  0.01  0.08  24.28  -  24.37 
Austria ?????? ??????  46.33  11.03  60.45 
???????  0.37  3.10 ????????  0.33  130.74 
??????????????????????  0.04  0.23  7.48  -  7.75 
????????  0.16  1.75  261.25  0.42  263.57 
Croatia  0.12  0.81 ???????  - ???????
??????????????  0.06  0.43  7.57  -  8.06 
???????  0.16  1.40  18.21  0.08 ???????
France  2.07  20.47 ????????  0.34  317.34 
??????? ?????? ???????  247.23  4.12  272.04 
??????  1.34 ??????? ????????  0.21  254.14 
???????  0.12  0.60 ???????  0.41  20.25 
Iran (Islamic Republic of)  30.20 ???????? ??????????? ??????????? ???????????
Ireland ??????  2.32  24.76  -  27.47 
Italy  5.08  28.04  451.27 ??????  484.77 
??????  0.13  0.82  24.37  -  25.32 
??????????  0.01  0.06  7.37  -  7.44 
?????????????????  0.08  0.60 ???????  - ???????
??????????  0.00  0.02  4.26  -  4.28 
Netherlands  0.70  3.27  340.42 ???????  365.18 
Norway  0.28  3.43 ???????  0.03 ???????
Poland  0.01  0.06  10.38 ??????  13.43 
????????  0.48  3.00  32.33  0.00  35.81 
Romania  0.63  3.26  23.37  0.18  27.45 
??????  0.15  0.83  7.60  -  8.58 
????????  0.01  0.15  1.67  -  1.83 
????????  0.02  0.11  8.78  0.02 ??????
?????  2.15  12.03  162.71  0.05 ????????
??????  0.20  1.46 ???????  1.66  20.61 
???????????  0.82  5.71  87.38 ?????? ???????
??????  1.45 ?????? ??????????  31.21 ??????????
?????????????? ??????  55.41  722.84  -  787.37 
Balkan route ??????? ???????? ??????????? ??????????? ???????????
Source: Elaboration on UNODC and Rossi and Ricci data.
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Figure 6.1. Heroin seizures in the Balkan route countries/territory (tons of heroin; not purity adjusted),  
2000-2012 
Note: “Other countries/territory” are Albania, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Hungary, Ireland, Kosovo, 
Luxembourg, Montenegro, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia.
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Figure 6.2. Focus on heroin seizures in the European Balkan route countries/territory (tons of heroin; not 








almost exclusively in the Islamic Republic of Iran.




























46?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
?????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????? ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
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Figure 7. Seizures of illicit opiates in the Balkan route countries/territory (kilograms of pure heroin equivalent), 
2009-2012 average
Note: the boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. 
The map represents the best estimate.
Source: based on UNODC data.
????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ?????? ????????? ???????????????? ??????????? ????????????????????????? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????















Drug Money: the illicit proceeds of opiates trafficked on the Balkan route
Figure 8. Illicit opiate consumption in the Balkan route countries/territory (tons of pure heroin equivalent), 
2009-2012 average
Note: “Other countries” are Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Hungary, Ireland, Luxembourg, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the Netherlands and Turkey. Low, best and high estimates depend on different assumptions on the per-user annual consumption of heroin.


















































Figure 9. Domestic consumption and seizures of opiates in the Balkan route countries/territory (kilograms of 
pure heroin equivalent), 2009-2012 average
Note: the boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. The 
map depicts the total amount of illicit opiates available on the Balkan route in a year (2009-2012 average). This amount corresponds to total final consumption 
plus seizures. The map represents the best estimate of consumption.
Source: based on UNODC data.





2.2. Assessing the flow of illicit opiates on the Balkan route 
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destination countries from ARQs.47? ????? ??? ???? ???????? ?????? ????????? ????????? ???????????? ??? ???? ??????????
????????????????? ????????? ?????????????????????? ???????? ???????????????? ????????48 This information enables the 
?????????????? ??? ????? ????? ???????? ?????? ??? ????????????? ???? ?????????? ???????? ????????? ???????????? ????????? ?????
????????????????????????????????????????
47???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Security????????????????? ?????????????? ??????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Figure 10. Flow of opiates traﬃcked through individual countries
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Figure 11. Illicit opiate traﬃcking from Afghanistan to Europe (tons of pure heroin equivalent), 2009-2012 
















Source: based on UNODC data.
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Between 42.3 and 59.1 tons of illicit opiates were trafficked annually from the Islamic Republic of Iran to Turkey in 
2009-2012, which has 19 connections to other European countries. Shipments from Turkey reach transit nodes such 
as Bulgaria (10.3 tons), the Netherlands (4.2 tons) and Albania (1.4 tons), as well as main consumer markets such as 
Germany (6.2 tons), France (5.6) and Italy (2.4) (see Figure 12). 
After Turkey, Bulgaria has a pivotal position in the trade both in terms of the quantity of illicit opiates trafficked (11.5 
tons entering the country and 10.1 tons leaving the country) and its connections to other countries (2 inward links 
and 14 outward links) (see Figure 12). Like Turkey, Bulgaria is also a transit point for illicit opium flowing to other 
countries in South-Eastern Europe (1.6 tons to Romania, 1.0 tons to the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, 0.8 
tons to Serbia, 0.6 tons to Croatia, etc.) and the large consumer markets of Western and Central Europe (1.5 tons to 
Germany, 1.5 tons to Italy, etc.). In general, the majority of the illicit opiates that enter most of the countries in South-
Eastern Europe also leave those countries, making the sub-region an important transit point for opiates bound for 
Western and Central Europe (see Figure 13).
Figure 12. The illicit opiate trafficking network on the Balkan route (kilograms of pure heroin equivalent), 
2009-2012 average
Note: the infographic represents the best estimate.
Source: based on UNODC data.
With the exception of Belgium and the Netherlands, most Western and Central-European countries consume the 
majority of the illicit opiates that enter their territory, with only very small amounts being subsequently trafficked 
elsewhere (see Figure 13). Illicit opiates do not tend to leave Denmark, Ireland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden and 
Switzerland for other countries. Turkey, the countries of South-Eastern Europe, Belgium and the Netherlands are 
the main transit countries for illicit opiates bound for the final destination markets in Western and Central Europe, 
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Figure 13. Share of illicit opiates traﬃcked out of each Balkan route country/territory (percentage), 2009-2012 
average
Note: the boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. The 
map does not represent Afghanistan. Afghanistan is the source of several opiate trafficking routes53 and the share of exports to the Balkan route countries is 
not representative of the country’s actual export share. The map represents the best estimate.
Source: based on UNODC data.
Share of illicit opiates trafﬁcked out of






53 UNODC, The Global Afghan Opium Trade (Vienna, 2011).
54 UNODC, The Illicit Drug Trade through South-Eastern Europe, (Vienna, 2014).
Box 4. The network of illicit opiates beyond the Balkan route
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The trafficking flows decribed above enable the estimation of the interception rate, which is the share, seized by law 
enforcement authorities,  of opiates trafficked into a country.
The amount seized depends on a number of factors. Firstly, countries close to source, through which large quantities 
of opiates are trafficked, are able to seize large proportions of illicit opiates because shipments are made in large 
consignments when trafficked at the international trade level. Secondly, the more shipments of illicit drugs that cross 
a border, the more likely it is that shipments are detected. Therefore, the following table should not be considered a 
ranking, but rather as a description of the current situation and as a basis for future trend analysis.
One of the two main transit countries for Afghan opiates, the Islamic Republic of Iran seizes an annual average of 
46.7 tons of opiates, which means that the country intercepts almost a third (30.2 per cent) of all illict Afghan opiates 
crossing its borders. Turkey, through which opiates are channeled to the main European consumer markets, intercepts 
an annual average of 16.7 per cent of all opiates trafficked through its territory (corresponding to 8.4 tons seized). 
Ranging between 0.6 per cent and 8.7 per cent, annual average interception rates are considerably lower further west 
on the Balkan route. At 8.7 per cent, Norway intercepts a relatively high share of opiates, as do Switzerland (6.9 per 
cent), Greece (6.9 per cent) and the Netherlands (6.4 per cent). 
Table 3. Interception rates of opiates trafficked on the Balkan route, by country/territory,2009-2012 average
Interception rate 
Low estimate Best estimate High estimate
 Albania 0.7% 0.8% 1.0%
 Austria 1.8% 2.2% 2.8%
 Belgium 3.5% 4.2% 5.2%
 Bosnia and Herzegovina 1.3% 1.5% 1.9%
 Bulgaria 1.9% 2.3% 2.8%
 Croatia 2.3% 2.8% 3.5%
 Czech Republic 1.1% 1.4% 1.7%
 Denmark 1.9% 2.3% 2.9%
 France 2.6% 3.2% 4.0%
 fYR of Macedonia 1.3% 1.6% 2.0%
 Germany 1.8% 2.2% 2.8%
 Greece 5.7% 6.9% 8.4%
 Hungary 1.2% 1.5% 1.9%
 Iran (Islamic Republic of) 27.2% 30.2% 33.5%
 Ireland 2.3% 2.9% 3.6%
 Italy 3.9% 4.8% 5.9%
 Kosovo 2.9% 3.6% 4.4%
 Luxembourg 1.5% 1.8% 2.3%
 Montenegro 0.9% 1.1% 1.3%
 Netherlands 5.3% 6.4% 7.9%
 Norway 7.2% 8.7% 10.7%
 Poland 0.5% 0.6% 0.8%
 Portugal 3.2% 3.9% 4.8%
 Romania 1.3% 1.5% 1.9%
 Serbia 0.6% 0.8% 1.0%
 Slovakia 0.7% 0.8% 1.0%
 Slovenia 0.8% 1.0% 1.2%
 Spain 3.9% 4.8% 5.9%
 Sweden 2.6% 3.2% 4.0%
 Switzerland 5.7% 6.9% 8.5%
 Turkey 14.2% 16.7% 19.8%
 United Kingdom 4.0% 4.8% 6.0%
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Figure 14. Interception rate: the percentage intercepted of all opiates entering the Balkan route countries/
territory
2.3. Estimating the gross profit made from the trafficking of 
illicit opiates on the Balkan route
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????56 Wholesale refers to the 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????57 Retail refers to 
55????????? ?????? ??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
56 FATF/OECD, ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ?????????????? 
57 EMCDDA, Pilot Study on Wholesale Drug Prices in Europe (Lisbon, 2011).





















Figure 15. Shares of the three components of the gross proﬁt made from illicit opiate traﬃcking on the Balkan 
route (millions of United States dollars), by country/territory 2009-2012 average
Note: the boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations. The 
map does not represent Afghanistan because the sub-division of the gross profit from illicit opiates made by traffickers in that country is not fully comparable 
with that made in other countries. International trade takes into account only shipments to the rest of the Balkan route, while Afghanistan exports illicit 
opiates in multiple directions. The map represents the best estimate.
Source: based on UNODC data.
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Table 4. Total gross proﬁt made from the traﬃcking of illicit opiates on the Balkan route (millions of United 
States dollars), by country/territory, 2009-2012 average
Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
Albania  255  320 ?????
Austria  801 ??????? ???????
??????? ????  123  151 
??????????????????????  32  40 ????
???????? ?????  616  752 
Croatia  177  223  273 
??????????????  127  160 ?????
???????  387  486 ?????
France ??????? ??????? ???????
??????? ??????? ??????? ???????
??????  174  218  267 
???????  41  51  63 
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ??????? ??????? ???????
Ireland  534  672  824 
Italy ??????? ??????? ???????
???????  20  25  31 
??????????  33  42  51 
?????????????????  31 ????  47 
?????????? ???  11  14 
Netherlands  148  183  223 
Norway  310 ????? ?????
Poland  221  277  340 
????????  126  158 ?????
Romania  107  135  165 
??????  27  33  41 
????????  106  133  163 
????????  74 ????  114 
?????  571  717  880 
??????  435  547  671 
???????????  348  437  536 
??????  620  765 ?????
?????????????? ??????? ??????? ???????
Balkan route ???????? ???????? ????????
??????????? ??? 357 366
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determine the three estimates (see Box A 10).






Figure 16. Value of gross proﬁt made from illicit opium traﬃcking in the European Balkan route countries/
territory (millions of United States dollars), 2009-2012 average   





60?????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ????????? ??????????Afghanistan Opium Survey 2013 (Vienna, 2013). 
Note: “Other countries” are Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Hungary, Ireland, Luxembourg, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, 
Switzerland and the Netherlands.
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3: The monetary value of opiate 
trafficking relative to GDP
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3: The monetary value of opiate 











with respect to national economies.63??????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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in each country on the Balkan route.
62 UNDCP, ??????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??????????????????????????? (Vienna, 1998).
63???????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ????? ?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
64 Sam Brand and Richard Price, The Economic and Social Costs of  Crime??????? ?????? ???? ?????????????????????????????????????
65 US 0.19 per cent; Spain 0.16 per cent: OECD 2013.
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Figure 17. Gross proﬁt as a share of GDP (percentages) in the Balkan route countries/territory,  
2009-2012 average
Note: the boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.
The opiate economy accounts for a particularly large share of GDP in two transit countries, Albania and Bulgaria, and in the Islamic republic of Iran.
The opiate economy is worth 0.11 per cent of the GDP of the 22 European Union Member States included in the analysis. The map represents the best estimate. 

















Box 6. Beyond the economic dimension of the trafficking of illicit opiates 
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66??????????????????? ????????????????????? ????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????European Journal of 
Political Economy 27, no. 1 (2011): 132–42; Jan Van Dijk, ???? ??????? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ??????
the World????????????????????????????????
67??????? ?????????????? ??????? ?? ? ????????????????????????????? ????????? ? ?????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ???????
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68 http://www.emcdda.europa.eu/.
69 EMCDDA, Towards a better understanding of  drug-related public expenditure in Europe, (Lisbon, 2008).
70????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
3.2. Total gross profit made from illicit opium trafficking relative 
to drug-related public expenditure
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Figure 18. Drug-related public expenditure as a share of GDP and total gross proﬁt as share of GDP, selected 
Balkan route countries, various years
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Box 7. Where do criminals reinvest their illicit proceeds? 
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78? ???? ??????????????????????????????????????? ???? ????International Journal of  Social Economics 35, no. 10 (August 29, 2008): 751–62.
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or bribes to corrupt customs officials.
What methods do criminals use to launder their proceeds?
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similar to those used in most other European countries.74 Cash-based methods are the most widespread 






and they can therefore be easily carried out by criminals and their accomplices.75???????????????????????
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institution able to determine the lawfulness of transactions and to impose sanctions in the case of misconduct.78 
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Annex 1. Estimating the gross profit made 







• The ?????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
• The second step???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
• The third step??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
country level (see Annex.1.3).84
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Annex.1.1. The total quantity of opiates trafficked on the Balkan 
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Box A 9. Methods for estimating the prevalence of opiate use 













The study calculates the national consumption (Ci?? ??? ???????? ???????? ??? ???????????? ???? ????????? ??????? ???
opiate users (Ui) by per-user annual consumption (AC) [ Ci = Ui · AC ]. The formula expands to consider both the 
???????????????????????????????He???????????????????????????????????) [ Ci = (Ui He · ACHe) + (U???? · AC??) ] (see Table 
A 6 and Box A 10).
???? ???????????????? ??????? ??? ???????? ??????? ?????? ?Ui) is the product of the most recent data available on 
prevalence of opiate abuse (Previ)
?? and the national adult population in the same year (Popi) [ Ui = Previ · Popi ].?? 












Table A 5. Prevalence and number of illicit opiate users in the Balkan route countries/territory (percentage and 







Albania 0.45% 2007 15-64 ??????????? ???????
Austria 0.45% 2012 15-64 ??????????? ????????
??????? 0.20% 2008 15-64 ??????????? ????????
?????????????????????? 0.30% ???? 15-64 ??????????? ???????
???????? 0.51% 2011 15-64 ??????????? ????????
Croatia 0.36% 2010 15-64 ??????????? ????????
?????????????? 0.15% 2012 15-64 ??????????? ????????
??????? 0.52% ???? 15-64 ??????????? ????????
France ????? 2011 15-64 ???????????? ?????????
??????? 0.40% 2012 18-64 ???????????? ?????????
?????? ????? 2012 15-64 ??????????? ????????
??????? 0.05% 2011 15-64 ??????????? ???????
Iran (Islamic Republic of) 2.27% 2010 15-64 ???????????? ???????????
Ireland 0.72% 2006 15-64 ??????????? ????????
Italy 0.45% 2012 15-64 ???????????? ?????????
?????? 0.40% 2010 15-64 ??????????? ???????
?????????? ????? 2007 15-64 ????????? ???????
????????????????? 0.50% 2011 15-64 ??????????? ???????
?????????? 0.36% 2006 15-64 ????????? ???????
Netherlands 0.13% 2012 15-64 ???????????? ????????
Norway 0.30% 2008 15-64 ??????????? ???????
Poland 0.10% 2012 15-64 ???????????? ????????
???????? ????? 2012 15-64 ??????????? ????????
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most of the countries included in this study.
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Romania 0.11% 2011 15-64 ???????????? ????????
?????? 0.28% 2011 18-64 ??????????? ????????
???????? 0.13% 2008 15-64 ??????????? ???????
???????? 0.44% 2011 15-64 ??????????? ???????
????? 0.23% 2013 15-64 ???????????? ????????
?????? 0.23% 2010 15-64 ??????????? ????????
??????????? 0.53% 2013 15-64 ??????????? ????????
?????? 0.03% 2011 15-64 ???????????? ????????
?????????????? 0.81% 2011 15-64 ???????????? ?????????
??????????? 2.65% ???? 15-64 ???????????? ?????????
Note: information on the prevalence of illicit opiate use is from UNODC and EMCDDA. The data for Kosovo and Montenegro, in particular, are from EMCDDA.
Population data retrieved from United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (2015). The number of consumers multiplied 
by the per-user annual consumption gives the consumed volume (see Box A 10 and Table A 6) [ Ci  = Ui ∙ AC ].
Source: elaboration on UNODC and EMCDDA data.
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104????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ????????? ??????????Afghanistan Opium Survey (Vienna, 2010, 2011, 2012).
Table A 6. Heroin and opium consumption in the Balkan route countries/territory (kilograms of pure illicit 
opiates), 2009-2012 average
?????????????????????????????? Opium consumption 
???????????Prevalence considered Year ?????????
Albania  331  416  511  - 
Austria ????? ??????? ??????? -
??????? ?????  623  764 -
??????????????????????  285  358 ????? -
???????? ????? ??????? ??????? -
Croatia  362  455 ????? -
?????????????? ?????  477  585 -
???????  661  830 ??????? -
France ??????? ??????? ???????? -
??????? ??????? ??????? ???????? -
??????  737 ????? ??????? -
???????  120  150  185 -
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ???????? ???????? ???????? ??????
Ireland  740 ????? ??????? -
Italy ??????? ??????? ??????? -
??????  164  206  253 -
??????????  67  84  104 -
?????????????????  255  321 ????? -
??????????  53  66  82 -
Netherlands  505  635 ????? -
Norway  332  417  512 -
Poland ????? ??????? ??????? -
????????  704  885 ??????? -
Romania  532 ?????  821 -
??????  485 ?????  748 -
????????  176  222  272 -
????????  218  275  337 -
????? ??????? ??????? ??????? -
?????? ?????  618  758 -
??????????? ??????? ??????? ??????? -
??????  524 ????? ????? -
?????????????? ???????? ???????? ???????? -
Balkan route ????????  92,121 ????????? ??????
??????????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determine the three estimates (see Box A 10). Afghan consumption relies on 
information from the Afghan Opium Surveys, which do not provide multiple estimates.104 The consumed volume is given by the number of consumers (see 
Table A 5) multiplied by the per-user annual consumption (see Box A 10) [ Ci = Ui ∙ AC ].
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105 UNODC, World Drug Report (Vienna, 2015).
106?????????? ??????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ????? ???????? ??????????????????? ????? ????????? ???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????
107????????????? ??????????????????? ??????????? ???????? ?????? ???????????????????? ??? ??????? ???????????????????????????????????? ? ???????
???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
??????????????????????
108 EMCDDA, Pilot Study on Wholesale Drug Prices in Europe (Lisbon, 2011).
109??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????? ???? ???????????????????????????? ??????????????????????? ???????????????
????????????? ?????????????????????????
Table A 7. Distribution of seizures according to the Italian level of seizures (percentages), 2000-2007 average






Seizures per level 
????????????









???????????????? 22.1% ????? Wholesale 22%
????????????????? 30.7% ????? International trade 71%
???????? 40.1% 100.0%
Total 100.0% 100%
Note: the study takes and adjusts the weight ranges developed by EMCDDA.108 The defined ranges are intended to accommodate the characteristics of 
different national drug markets. These weight ranges are: 0.0 kilogram–1.0 kilogram, between 1.0 kilogram and 10 kilograms, and above 10 kilograms. This 
study substitutes the 1.5 kilogram threshold with a 1.0 kilogram threshold to make it compatible with the categories of the only study reporting complete 
seizure data. The study merges the two categories above 10 kilograms defined by EMCCDA.
Source: elaboration on Rossi and Ricci data.109 
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?????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????di l ??????????????????????????????????????????SnP i ) for purity 
levels (pi l ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????S????) [ SP i = [ ? l=1 (SnP i · di l · pi l ) ] + S??????? l=1 di l = 1 ] 
(see Table A 8).
3 3
Box A 11. The estimate of purity levels of seizures 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ?????? ??????? ??? ???? ??????? ??????????? ??????? ?????? ??????????????? ??????? ??????????? ????????? ???? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????pi l ).
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
• Purity at international trade (pi tr ?? ??? ??????????????? ???????? ?TWS_pu ) and maximum (MWS_pu ) purity at 
wholesale level [ pi tr = ( Ti WS_pu???Mi WS_pu ) ]
• Purity at wholesale (pi wh ?? ??? ??????????????????????? ?TWS_pu ) purity at wholesale level and maximum 
(MST_pu ) purity at street level [ pi wh = ( Ti WS_pu???Mi ST_pu ) ]
• Purity at retail (pi rt ) is the typical (TST_pu ) purity at retail level [ pi rt = (Ti ST_pu ) ] (MWS_pu ) purity at wholesale 
level [ pi ls = ( Ti WS_pu???Mi WS_pu ) ]
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Retail Wholesale International trade
Albania  0.01  0.08  24.28  -  24.37 
Austria ?????? ??????  46.33  11.03  60.45 
???????  0.37  3.10 ????????  0.33  130.74 
??????????????????????  0.04  0.23  7.48  -  7.75 
????????  0.16  1.75  261.25  0.42  263.57 
Croatia  0.12  0.81 ???????  - ???????
??????????????  0.06  0.43  7.57  -  8.06 
???????  0.16  1.40  18.21  0.08 ???????
France  2.07  20.47 ????????  0.34  317.34 
??????? ?????? ???????  247.23  4.12  272.04 
??????  1.34 ??????? ????????  0.21  254.14 
???????  0.12  0.60 ???????  0.41  20.25 
Iran (Islamic Republic of)  30.20 ???????? ??????????? ??????????? ???????????
Ireland ??????  2.32  24.76  -  27.47 
Italy  5.08  28.04  451.27 ??????  484.77 
??????  0.13  0.82  24.37  -  25.32 
??????????  0.01  0.06  7.37  -  7.44 
?????????????????  0.08  0.60 ???????  - ???????
??????????  0.00  0.02  4.26  -  4.28 
Netherlands  0.70  3.27  340.42 ???????  365.18 
Norway  0.28  3.43 ???????  0.03 ???????
Poland  0.01  0.06  10.38 ??????  13.43 
????????  0.48  3.00  32.33  0.00  35.81 
Romania  0.63  3.26  23.37  0.18  27.45 
??????  0.15  0.83  7.60  -  8.58 
????????  0.01  0.15  1.67  -  1.83 
????????  0.02  0.11  8.78  0.02 ??????
?????  2.15  12.03  162.71  0.05 ????????
??????  0.20  1.46 ???????  1.66  20.61 
???????????  0.82  5.71  87.38 ?????? ???????
??????  1.45 ?????? ??????????  31.21 ??????????
?????????????? ??????  55.41  722.84  -  787.37 
Balkan route ??????? ???????? ??????????? ??????????? ???????????
??????????? ???????  204.43 ??????????? ?????????? ???????????
Source: Elaboration on UNODC and Rossi and Ricci data.
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Table A 9. Combined quantity of illicit opiates consumed and seized in the Balkan route countries/territory 
(kilograms of pure heroin equivalent), 2009-2012 average
Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
Albania 355 441 535
Austria ???? ?????? ??????
??????? 626 753 ????
?????????????????????? ???? 365 447 
???????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Croatia 381 474 578 
?????????????? 387 485 ????
??????? 680 850 ??????
France ?????? ?????? ???????
??????? ?????? ?????? ???????
?????? ???? ?????? ??????
??????? 140 171 205 
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ??????? ??????? ????????
Ireland 768 ???? ??????
Italy ?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ???? 231 278 
?????????? 75 ??? 111 
????????????????? ???? 361 434 
?????????? 57 71 86 
Netherlands 870 ?????? ??????
Norway 371 457 551 
Poland ???? ?????? ??????
???????? 740 ???? ??????
Romania ???? ???? 848 
?????? ???? 618 756 
???????? 178 224 274 
???????? 227 284 346 
????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????? 512 ???? ????
??????????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????????????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Balkan route ??????? ??????? ???????
Note: the figures refer to the sum of the consumed and seized volumes. Different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determine the 
three estimates (see Box A 10).
Source: elaboration on UNODC. 
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Annex.1.2. The country network of illicit opiate trafficking on 
the Balkan route – Step 2
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countries with a mutual relationship.113??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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countries (impij) [ impij = Sij???? j=1 Sij ].115 ?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????impij) 













118?????????????????????????????? ????????????? ?????????? ????????????????????Afghan Opium Survey 2014 (Vienna, 2014).
Table A 10. The country/territory network of illicit opiate traﬃcking on the Balkan route (percentages),  
2009-2012 average
Exported from ???????????? ??????????????????????????????????




































?????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????????????????? ????????????????????????imp_adji = impji???? j=1 impji ] (see 
Table A 10 for the values of imp_adji).
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Iran (Islamic Republic of) ???????? 10%
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ?????????????????????????? N.A
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ?????? 16%


























































The model assumes a volume of illicit opiates is imported into each country (Ii ???????? ??? ??????????? ???? ?????????
consumption (Ci ??????????????? ?Si ???????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ?X??????????????????? ??????????????
route countries (Xi nbi ) [ Ii = ( Ci + Si ????? K   X?????? NBI    Xi nbi ????????????????????????????K and NBI ???????????????????????
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Table A 11. Imports/exports (kilograms of pure heroin equivalent), Balkan route countries/territory, 2009-2012 
average
Exported from ???????????? Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
??????????? Iran (Islamic Republic of) ???????????? ???????????? ????????????
Albania ??????  368.78  450.67  541.65 
Albania Italy ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
Albania ??????????  114.55  142.67 ????????
Albania ????????  36.16  44.86  54.54 
Austria ??????????????  145.43  182.00  222.63 
Austria ??????????????????????????  47.88 ???????  72.23 
Austria ???????  751.40 ???????? ??????????
Austria ???????? ???????  22.54  27.62 
Austria ??????????? ???????? ????????  375.06 
??????? ??????????????????????????  31.30  37.66  44.74 
??????? France ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
??????? Ireland  106.60  133.03  162.40 
??????? ?????????? ????????  368.20  448.16 
??????? ????? ????????  237.13  288.21 
??????? ??????  71.20  88.77 ????????
?????????????????????? ??????????  15.04  18.73  22.83 
?????????????????????? ???????? ???????  122.45  148.86 
???????? Albania ???????  116.66  141.46 
???????? Austria  776.42 ???????? ??????????
???????? ??????? ???????? ????????  844.34 
???????? Croatia  454.61  565.57  688.86 
???????? ??????????????????????????  57.80 ???????  82.03 
???????? ??????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
???????? ??????  206.75  252.66  303.67 
???????? Italy ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
???????? ?????????????????  787.11 ???????? ??????????
???????? Netherlands  364.84  447.43 ????????
???????? Poland  301.45 ???????? ????????
???????? Romania ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
???????? ???????  626.57  783.36 ????????
???????? ??????? ????????  262.32  320.01 
Croatia ??????????????????????? ???????  73.73 ???????
Croatia ?????????  105.02  130.31  158.42 
?????????????? ???????  74.17 ???????  113.25 
?????????????????????????? ??????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????? ???????  87.03  108.76 ????????
?????????????????????????? France ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????? ??????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
??
?????????????????????????? Ireland ????????  361.63  441.46 
?????????????????????????? Italy ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????? Norway ??????? ???????  117.82 
?????????????????????????? ????????  126.03  156.87 ????????
?????????????????????????? ????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????? ??????????? ???????? ????????  233.47 
?????????????????????????? ?????????????? ??????????? ??????????? ???????????
France ??????????????????????????  376.06  468.68 ????????
??????? Austria  241.15 ????????  364.73 
??????? ?????????????????????????? ???????? ???????? ????????
??????? Netherlands  662.35  812.27 ????????
??????? Norway ???????? ????????  433.64 
??????? ???????? ????????  144.13  175.61 
??????? ??????????? ????????  238.37  288.81 
?????? ?????????????????????????? ??????? ??????? ???????
?????? Italy ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????? ????????????????  248.86  307.13  371.88 
??????? Austria  747.81 ???????? ??????????
??????? ????????  71.86 ???????  110.46 
??????? ????????  84.36  104.68  127.25 
??????? ??????  33.22  41.42  50.53 
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ???????? ???????? ?????????? ??????????
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ?????????????????????????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ?????? ???????  103.72  126.53 
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ?????? ??????????? ??????????? ???????????
Italy ?????????????????????????? ????????  407.34 ????????
Italy ???????  481.55 ????????  731.40 
Italy ?????  451.32 ????????  680.41 
Italy ??????  114.22  142.41  173.73 
Italy ??????????? ???????? ????????  375.06 
?????? Albania ???????? ????????  215.78 
?????? ??????????  131.81  164.17  200.12 
?????? ???????? ????????  135.78  165.06 
?????????? France  251.84  313.86  382.78 
???????????????? Albania ???????? ?????????? ??????????
???????????????? ??????  574.22 ???????? ????????
???????????????? ????????  72.31 ??????? ????????
???????????????? ???????????  57.77  71.37  86.47 
?????????? ??????????????????????  213.18  266.01  324.72 
?????????? Croatia ??????? ???????  75.40 
Netherlands Austria  405.52 ????????  613.36 
Netherlands France ???????? ?????????? ??????????
Netherlands ???????  540.17 ????????  820.44 
Netherlands Ireland  371.51  463.63 ????????
Netherlands ??????????  30.18  37.51  45.66 
Netherlands ????????  340.61 ????????  516.55 
Netherlands ?????  273.34 ????????  412.08 
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Netherlands ?????????????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
Poland ??????????????????????????  48.48  60.78  74.44 
Poland ???????  640.03 ???????? ????????
Romania ???????  735.35 ???????? ??????????
Romania Poland  150.75  188.52 ????????
?????? ??????????????????????  133.77 ????????  203.76 
?????? Croatia  40.80  50.76  61.83 
?????? ???????  73.78 ???????  111.24 
?????? ??????????  58.71  73.12 ???????
?????? ????????  88.43 ???????? ????????
???????? Italy ????????  473.12  574.46 
???????? ???????????  115.55  142.73 ????????
????? ??????????????????????????  134.35  166.62  202.48 
????? ????????  157.10 ????????  238.25 
?????? Albania ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????? ???????  623.20 ???????? ????????
?????? ???????? ?????????? ??????????? ???????????
?????? ??????????????  316.13 ???????? ????????
?????? ??????????????????????????  446.28  453.02  460.51 
?????? France ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????? ??????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????? ?????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????? ???????  268.01  332.48  404.12 
?????? Italy ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????? ???????????????? ???????? ?????????? ??????????
?????? Netherlands ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????? Poland ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????? Romania  175.13  217.71  265.02 
?????? ??????  262.04  327.62  400.48 
?????? ????????  218.85  271.56  330.12 
?????? ?????  402.31 ????????  606.52 
?????? ???????????  83.64  103.33 ????????
?????? ?????????????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
?????????????? ??????? ????????  648.77 ????????
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determines the three estimates (see Box A 10).
Source: based on UNODC data.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ???? ????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ??? ??????????? ?????? ?EXaf ??? ??? ???
????????????????????????????????????????????????????af ????????????????????????Saf ) and internal consumption (ICaf ). 
????????? ????? ???????? ???????????? ????? ????? ??? ?????? ????????????? ??? ??????????? ??? ????? ?????? ?????? ???? ???
elements with which to compute a sound estimate of them.120 The next step is to determine the share of exports 
????????????????????????????????????(s_ebr). It follows that the estimate of total supply is: EXaf???????af - Saf - ICaf ) · s_ebr.
119 OECD, Measuring the Non-Observed Economy. A Handbook.
120 UNODC, The Global Afghan Opium Trade. 
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UNODC provides annual estimates of total opium production (??af ?????????????Saf ) and consumption (ICaf ?????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????121???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????s_ebr) (see Table A 13).122?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
121?????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ????????? ??????????Afghanistan Opium Survey (Vienna, 2012, 2011, 2010, 2009). 
122?????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ????????? ????????? Afghanistan Opium Survey (Vienna, 2010, 2009). 
123?????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ??????????????????? Afghan Opium Survey (Vienna, 2014). 
Table A 12. Potential opium production, seizures, consumption and remainder for export in Afghanistan 
(tons), 2009-2012 average
Table A 13. Shares of opium and heroin traﬃcked to the Islamic Republic of Iran according to the estimate 
method (percentages), 2009 and 2010
Source: elaboration on UNODC.
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???????? ??? ????? ????? ????? ?????
-
Best estimate ????? ????? ????? ?????
????????? ??? ????? ????? ????? ?????
Seizures 507 227 ?? 238
Consumption 258 258 ??? 156
Remainder for export
???????? ??? ????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
Best estimate ????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????????? ??? ????? ????? ????? ????? ?????




Them?,” World Economics 2, no. 4 (2001): 159–73.
125???????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????????Afghanistan Drug Report 2013, December 2014, http://www.unodc.org/
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Source: elaboration on UNODC.
Source: based on UNODC data.
Table A 14. Quantity of opiates available on the Balkan route, estimated from supply (tons), 2009-2012 average
??????????????????????
Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ????? ?????




???????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????







some differences were expected.124???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
biased.
Figure A 1. Crosscheck validity of the demand-side estimates with supply-side estimates (tons)
Low estimate Best estimate High estimate
Supply-side estimate
Demand-side estimate
0 50 100 150 200
Annex.1.3. The gross profit of illicit opiate trafficking – Step 3
???????????????????????? ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????????????????








126 ?????? ????????????? ????????????????????? ? ?????????
???? ?????????? ???? ???? ????????? ????????????? ????????? ??????? ??? ??????????? ???? ???? ???????? ???? ???????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????126
??????????????????????????????????????
??????? ??? ???? ????? ?????? ??? ???? ??????? ?????? ??? ???????? ????????? ????? ?????? ?????? ??? ???? ??????? ?????? ??? ????????? ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
total consumption (Ci ) multiplied by the price at retail (RPi ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
at sale (pri wh
S ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????RQi ???????????????????????????????????????????
With respect to country i??????????????????????????????????????????Ri = Ci · RPi – RQi · pri whS (see Table A 15). RQi is obtained 
?????????????????????????????????????Ci ????????????????????????????????????Sil_R).
Table A 15. Gross proﬁt at the retail level made from illicit opiates traﬃcked on the Balkan route (millions of 
United States dollars), by country/territory, 2009-2012 average
Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
Albania  105  132  162 
Austria  483  607  745 
???????  63 ???? ????
??????????????????????  12  16 ????
????????  128  161 ?????
Croatia  75 ????  115 
??????????????  57  72  88 
???????  237 ?????  366 
France ??????? ??????? ???????
??????? ??????? ??????? ???????
??????  107  134  165 
???????  17  21  26 
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ??????? ??????? ???????
Ireland  255  321 ?????
Italy  448  564 ?????
??????  10  12  15 
??????????  25  31  38 
?????????????????  15  18  23 
??????????  4  5  6 
Netherlands ????  36  44 
Norway ?????  246  302 
Poland  118  148  182 
???????? ???? ????  122 
Romania  47 ????  73 
??????  15  18  23 
???????? ???? ????  121 
????????  35  44  54 
?????  314 ?????  484 
??????  328  413  507 
???????????  274  344  422 
??????  23  30  36 
?????????????? ??????? ??????? ???????
Balkan route  12,072 ???????? ????????
??????????? ???? ???? ????
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determines the three estimates (see Box A 10).
















???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Ci ?????????????????????????????????????Sil_R ). 
????????? ??? ?????????????? ?????? ???? ?????? ??? ????? ??????? ?? ??? ?????????????? ?????? ????????????????????? ?????
???????????????????????????????????pri whS ) (see Annex 4 for the calculation of prices). The wholesale price at purchase 
(pri wh
P ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Ci ?????????????????????????????????????Sil_R ) 
????????????????? ?????????????? ?????? ?Sil_W ??? ????????? ???????? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????i??????????????????????????????????????????? 
Wi = (Ci + Si
l_R) · pri wh
S – (Ci + Si
l_R + Si
l_W) · pri wh
P (see Table A 16).
127??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ??????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
128? ??????????? ??????????? ?????? ??????? ??? ???? ??????????? ???? ??????????? ?? ? ???????????????? ???????? ?????????? ??????? ????? ??????
??????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
129???????????????????????????????????????????? ? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ????????????
Programme, 1998); UNODC, World Drug Report 2005? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ???????? ???????????????????????? ??????? ?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ???? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ????????
???????? ??????????????? ??????????? ? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????? ????????
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Table A 16. Gross proﬁt at the wholesale level made from illicit opiates traﬃcked on the Balkan route (millions 
of United States dollars), by country/territory, 2009-2012 average
Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
Albania  51  64 ????
Austria  138  174  213 
???????  7 ???  11 
?????????????????????? ???  12  14 
????????  77 ???? ?????
Croatia  48  61  75 
??????????????  32  40 ????
??????? ????  87  106 
France  846 ??????? ???????
???????  252  317 ?????
??????  14  17  22 
???????  2  3  4 
Iran (Islamic Republic of)  602 ????? ?????
Ireland  135  170 ?????
Italy  330  415  510 
??????  4  5  6 
??????????  4  5  6 
?????????????????  3  4  5 
??????????  2  2  3 
Netherlands  11  13  16 
Norway  55  70  86 
Poland  34  42  52 
????????  20  25  31 
Romania  21  27  33 
??????  3  4  5 
????????  14  17  21 
????????  14  18  22 
?????  113  142  175 
??????  50  64  78 
???????????  34  43  52 
?????? ???  11  14 
??????????????  642 ????? ?????
Balkan route ??????? ??????? ???????
???????????  61  61  61 
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determine the three estimates (see Box A 10).
Source: based on UNODC data.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Ti
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Ti ????????????????????????
revenues from the sale of opiates to national wholesalers (Wri ) and from the international trade of illicit opiates 
(Tri ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Tc i ??????







Table A 17. Gross proﬁt at the international trade level made from illicit opiates traﬃcked on the Balkan route 
(millions of United States dollars), by country/territory, 2009-2012 average
Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
 Albania  100  124  152 
 Austria  180  226  276 
?????????  28  35  43 
????????????????????????  10  13  16 
??????????  288  358  436 
 Croatia  54  68  83 
????????????????  38  48 ????
?????????  80  101  124 
 France ????? ??????? ???????
?????????  377  473 ?????
????????  54  67  81 
?????????  22  27  33 
 Iran (Islamic Republic of) ??????? ??????? ???????
 Ireland  144  180  221 
 Italy  430 ????? ?????
???????  6  8 ???
????????????  5  6  7 
??????????????????  13  16 ????
????????????  3  4  5 
 Netherlands  108  134  162 
 Norway ????  74 ????
 Poland ????  87  106 
??????????  27  34  41 
 Romania ???? ????  60 
???????? ???  11  14 
??????????  14  17  21 
??????????  25  31  38 
???????  144  181  221 
????????  56  71  87 
?????????????  40  51  62 
????????  588  724  876 
????????????????  776 ????? ???????
 Balkan route ??????? ???????  10,073 
????????????? ??? 204 213
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determine the three estimates (see Box A 10).





l_R ) and wholesale levels (Si
l_W ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????pri whP ) (see Annex 4). In order to 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????i???????????????
from sale to wholesalers are: Wri = (
 Ci + Si
l_R + Si





???????????????????????????????????????????Tri?????? j=1 Xij · pri j excE )aij?????? ??? I?? · pr???????I )a??
Where:













the two countries. a???????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
provided by the Delta ARQ database.130 The relative importance of actors in one of the two countries involved in 
the transaction is based on the cumulated shares of people of the two nationalities convicted in the two countries. 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????aij ??????????????????????????????????????
of i actors in the trade between i and j????????? ????????????????????????????????????????










A i? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
A j? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????









































?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????UZH) and volume of raw opium to be converted 
???????????????????????Ri ????????????????????????????????????????????(CMi ) [ CMi????Ri · UZH ]. The estimate for the 
?????????????????????????????????????????????131??????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
Table A 18. Cost of manufacturing heroin (millions of United States dollars), 2009-2012 average
Table A 19. Cost of production of raw opium (millions of United States dollars), 2009-2012 average
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determines different estimates of the demand for heroin of the Balkan route 
countries and consequently of the costs of manufacturing heroin.
Source: based on UNODC data.
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determine different estimates of the demand for illicit opiates in the Balkan route 
countries and consequently of the costs of production of raw opium.
Source: based on UNODC data.
Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????  100  124  152 
Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
??????????? ??? ????? ?????
131? ???????????????????????????? ? ????????????? ?????????? ????????? ??????????Afghanistan Opium Survey 2011 (Vienna, 2011); UNODC and 




134? ???????????????????????????? ? ????????????? ?????????? ????????? ??????????Afghanistan Opium Survey 2011 (Vienna, 2011); UNODC and 
??????????????????? ????????????? ?????????? ????????????????????Afghan Opium Survey 2014 (Vienna, 2014). 
??????????????????????????????CPi
The cost of opium production (CP???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????EXAF ) multiplied 
by the unitary cost to produce it (???)132 [ CP = EXAF????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????





?????????????????????? ? ???????? ??? ???????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ?? ???????????
??????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
Table A 20. Total gross proﬁt (millions of United States dollars) made from illicit opiates traﬃcked on the Balkan 
route, by country/territory, 2009-2012 average
Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
Albania  255  320 ?????
Austria  801 ??????? ???????
??????? ????  123  151 
??????????????????????  32  40 ????
???????? ?????  616  752 
Croatia  177  223  273 
??????????????  127  160 ?????
???????  387  486 ?????
France ??????? ??????? ???????
??????? ??????? ??????? ???????
??????  174  218  267 
???????  41  51  63 
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ??????? ??????? ???????
Ireland  534  672  824 
Italy ??????? ??????? ???????
???????  20  25  31 
??????????  33  42  51 
?????????????????  31 ????  47 
?????????? ???  11  14 
Netherlands  148  183  223 
Norway  310 ????? ?????
Poland  221  277  340 
????????  126  158 ?????
Romania  107  135  165 
??????  27  33  41 
????????  106  133  163 
????????  74 ????  114 
?????  571  717  880 
??????  435  547  671 
???????????  348  437  536 
??????  620  765 ?????
?????????????? ??????? ??????? ???????
Balkan route ???????? ???????? ????????
??????????? ??? 357 366
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determine the three estimates (see Box A 10).
Source: based on UNODC data.
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Annex 2. Estimating the monetary value 




???? ???? ???? ??? ???? ?????? ?????? ???????? ?????? ??????????? ??? ????????? ???????????? ?????????????? ??? ??? ????????? ???
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
route countries (Ei ).
135? ???? ????????? ????? ?????????? ??? ???????????? ??????????? ???? ???????????? ??? ????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
it allows the most comprehensive analyses of the impact of external events on the economy of a country as well as 




????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????? ??????????????????????????? ???????? ????????????????????????????
?? ??????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ????????




Table A 21. Gross proﬁt share of GDP (percentage) in Balkan route countries/territory 2009-2012 average
Low estimate Best estimate ?????????????
Albania 2.08% 2.60% ?????
Austria 0.20% 0.26% 0.31%
??????? 0.02% 0.03% 0.03%
?????????????????????? ????? 0.23% ?????
???????? ????? 1.22% 1.50%
Croatia 0.30% 0.37% 0.46%
?????????????? 0.06% 0.08% 0.10%
??????? 0.12% 0.15% ?????
France 0.15% ????? 0.24%
??????? 0.06% 0.08% ?????
?????? 0.06% 0.08% ?????
??????? 0.03% 0.04% 0.05%
Iran (Islamic Republic of) 1.34% 1.66% 2.01%
Ireland 0.25% 0.31% 0.38%
Italy 0.06% 0.07% ?????
?????? 0.33% 0.41% 0.50%
?????????? 0.06% 0.08% 0.10%
????????????????? 0.32% 0.40% ?????
?????????? 0.22% 0.27% 0.33%
Netherlands 0.02% 0.02% 0.03%
Norway 0.07% ????? 0.11%
Poland 0.05% 0.06% 0.07%
???????? 0.06% 0.07% ?????
Romania 0.06% 0.08% 0.10%
?????? 0.07% 0.08% 0.10%
???????? 0.12% 0.15% 0.18%
???????? 0.15% ????? 0.24%
????? 0.04% 0.05% 0.06%
?????? ????? 0.11% 0.14%
??????????? 0.06% 0.07% ?????
?????? ????? 0.11% 0.13%
?????????????? 0.11% 0.14% 0.18%
Balkan route 0.12% ????? 0.19%
??????????? ????? 2.14% ?????
Note: different assumptions on per-user annual consumption of illicit opiates determine the three estimates (see Box A 10).
Source: based on UNODC and the World Bank data.
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Annex 3. Estimating purities
?????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
series are not available in most countries.137???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????138 The 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
UNODC provides the most comprehensive series of data on heroin purity currently available.????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????140????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
interpolation criteria outlined below (see Box A 12).141
????? ???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Annex.1.2 and Box A 11).
137? ?? ???????????????????? ????????????????? ????????????? ???? ??????? ? ??????????? ?????????? ??????The Global Afghan Opium Trade, 2011.
138???????? ?????????????????????????? ????? ?????? ?????, 95.
139 UNODC, Drug Situation Analysis Report - Islamic Republic of  Iran??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ?????? ???????????????????? ????????????? ??????????????
140 Whenever the reported or imputed purity levels at street level are higher than those at wholesale level, the data are inverted.
141 i indicates the country considered; j indicates a country linked to i through imports or exports.
142? ?????? ???????????????????? ????????????? ??????????????
143?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ???????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
???????????????????? ??????? ????? ??????????????
Box A 12. Interpolation criteria 
???? ?????? ?????? ???? ????????? ????????? ?????? ?????????? ??? ???? ??????? ?? ???????? ??????????? ?????? ?m???
??????????????????????????M??????????????????????T?????????????????????????????ST_pu ) and a wholesale level 
(WS_pu).142??????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ?????????????????? ???????????? ?????? ???????? ????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
• T?????????????M and m are reported in year y?????????????????? Ti y = ( Mi y ; mi y ).
•????????????????????????????y??????????????????????????????????????????????z) different from y. The datum 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????wz ????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Ti y?????????????Ti y???? z=1 Ti z wz ].
• A datum is available in year y?????????????????????????????????????????????z??????? ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????J???????????i???????????????????????
(see Annex.1.2). The relative relevance of the J? ?????????? ??? ?????? ??????????? ?s??? ?????? ???????? ???
the shares of illicit opiates exported to and from the country considered (i??????? m???? ????????????mi y is 
available: mi z???? j=1 [ (mj z - mj y ) / mj y sj i ]mi y ].143 
•? ????????? ??????m??M?? ????T? ???????????? ???? ???? ??????? ???????? ???? ?????? ??? ??????????? ????????????
data are imputed by the relative difference with respect to the available one in the countries J????????
to i??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????J??????????????????????????????
(s??? ?????? ???????? ??? ???? ??????? ??? ???????? ???????? ????????? ??? ???? ????? ???? ???????? ??????????? ?i) 
[ex. Mi y? ????????????mi y is available: Mi y? ?? ?? ? j=1 Mj y sj i ?? ? j=1 mj y sj i ) mi y . ?????????????Ti y would be: 
Ti y?????? j=1 Tj y sj i?????j=1 mj y sj i ) mi y ) ].
• A datum is available at the street level (ST_pu?????????????????? ????????????????WS_pu??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
per cent difference between the value at the available level in the country (i??????????????????????????????










• ?????????????????????? ???? ??????????????????????? ???? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ???
???????? ??? ?????????? ???? ????? ??? ???? ???????? ?????????? ??? ???? ???????? ??????????? ???? ???? ????? ???
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????s) depend on the shares of illicit opiates 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????so????????????????????????sx) sum 
???????????Mi y?????????????Mi y = (???jo=1 Mjo y sojo ??? jx=1 Mjx y sxjx ) ].?? JX
Table A 22. Purity levels from Delta ARQ database (percentages), Balkan route countries/territory, 2009-2012 
averages
Source: based on UNODC data.













Albania 1% 5% 13% 27% 37% 50%
Austria 0% 7% 43% 0% 23% 47%
??????? 1% 20% 62% 5% 44% 71%
?????????????????????? 3% 22% 50% 7% 24% 56%
???????? 1% 13% 48% 15% 41% 60%
Croatia 1% 14% 45% 1% 16% 54%
?????????????? 2% 14% ??? ?? 28% 60%
??????? 5% 17% 42% 22% 50% 72%
France 2% ?? 37% ??? 18% 55%
??????? 0% 17% 64% 2% 44% 67%
?????? 0% 14% 70% 8% 40% 76%
??????? 7% 21% 43% 7% 25% 45%
Iran (Islamic Republic of) 7% 11% 15% 20% 58% ???
Ireland 10% 27% 63% 12% 38% 72%
Italy 3% 24% 56% 13% 28% 74%
?????? 1% 26% 61% 3% 44% 72%
?????????? 0% 16% ??? 13% 36% 66%
????????????????? 1% 22% 57% 3% 47% 71%
?????????? 1% 16% 35% 16% 35% 57%
Netherlands 1% 37% 63% 4% 47% 73%
Norway 1% 14% 66% 2% 44% 67%
Poland 8% ??? 32% 21% 27% 41%
???????? 1% 22% ??? 2% 27% 66%
Romania 6% 25% 44% 25% 38% 51%
?????? 1% 31% 66% 4% 42% 73%
???????? 3% 8% 12% 32% 44% 57%
???????? 3% 15% 44% 7% 22% 44%
????? 1% 31% ??? 4% 43% ???
?????? 8% 22% 60% 44% 42% 80%
??????????? 6% 14% 27% 11% 36% 60%
?????? 0% 44% ??? 0% 54% 80%
?????????????? 2% 26% 52% 24% 50% 72%
??????????? 8% ??? 32% 20% 52% ???
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Annex 4. Estimating prices
The Delta ARQ database of UNODC provides six levels of prices per country (minimum (m????????????t) and maximum (M) 
price at the street (ST_pr) and at the wholesale (WS_pr?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????144
??????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? Delta ARQ 
??????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
144?????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????? ????????? ??????????Afghanistan Opium Survey (Vienna, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012). 
Table A 23. Heroin prices from Delta ARQ database (Unites States dollars per kilogram), Balkan route countries/
territory, 2009-2012 averages
Source: based on UNODC data.













Albania ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Austria ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
??????? ?????? ?????? ??????? ????? ?????? ??????
?????????????????????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
???????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Croatia ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????????????? ?????? ?????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
??????? ?????? ??????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
France ?????? ?????? ?????? ????? ?????? ??????
??????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
??????? ?????? ?????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ?????? ?????? ?????? ????? ????? ?????
Ireland ??????? ??????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Italy ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????????? ?????? ?????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
???????????????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Netherlands ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Norway ?????? ??????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Poland ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
???????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Romania ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
???????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
???????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
????? ?????? ?????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ?????? ??????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
??????????? ?????? ?????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ????? ?????? ?????? ????? ?????? ??????
?????????????? ?????? ?????? ??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
??????????? ????? ????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
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???? ????????? ??? ??????? ???? ??????? ??????? ??? ?????????? ?????????? ????? ??????????????????????? ???? ????????? ???
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????pri itm ??????????????????????????????????? ?????????
at wholesale level (mWS_pr ) by the maximum purity at wholesale level [ pri it
m = mWS_pr / MWS_pu ) ] (see Table A 24).
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????pri itt ????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????TWS_pu ) and the maximum purity (MWS_pu ) at the wholesale 
level [ pri it
t = mWS_pr / (MWS_pu ; TWS_pu ) ] (see Table A 24).
?????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????pri itM ??????????????????????????????????? ?????????
at the wholesale level (MWS_pr ) by the typical purity at the wholesale level (TWS_pu ) [ pri it
M = MWS_pr / TWS_pu ] (see 
Table A 24).
???????? ??????????????????????????????????pri j exc ??????????????????????????????????j?????????? ?????????????????i) 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
international trade prices of the two countries:
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????[ prj itm???( prj itt ; pri itt )?????j itM    pri itm???( prj itt ; pri itt )?????i itM ].
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
• [ ( prj itt ; pri itt )???????? pr??????? / K ], 
where ?? ??? ?? ???????? ?????????? ???????? ???????? ??? ???? ???????? j and K is the total number of ? countries 
?????????????j.
????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




?????????????? ????????????????? ????????????????(pri itm)?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ????????
country:
pri j exc = prj it
M  if  ( prj itt ; pri itt ) ????j itM V
pri j exc = pri it
m  if  ( prj itt ; pri itt )?????i itm
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
cent [ tpij?????????? tp?????????????????????? where ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????j?? ???????????????????????
to country i.
??????????????????? ????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ??????????????





Table A 24. Database purity adjusted prices at the wholesale level (United States dollars per kilogram of pure 
heroin equivalent), Balkan route countries/territory, 2009-2012 average
Minimum price pri it
? Typical price pri it
t Maximum price pri it
M
Albania ?????? ?????? ??????
Austria ?????? ??????? ???????
??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????????????????????? ?????? ?????? ??????
???????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Croatia ?????? ?????? ???????
?????????????? ?????? ?????? ???????
??????? ?????? ?????? ???????
France ?????? ?????? ???????
??????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
??????? ?????? ?????? ???????
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ????? ????? ??????
Ireland ?????? ?????? ???????
Italy ?????? ?????? ???????
?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????????? ?????? ?????? ??????
???????????????? ?????? ?????? ??????
?????????? ?????? ?????? ??????
Netherlands ?????? ?????? ???????
Norway ?????? ?????? ???????
Poland ?????? ?????? ???????
???????? ?????? ?????? ???????
Romania ?????? ?????? ??????
?????? ?????? ?????? ??????
???????? ?????? ?????? ??????
???????? ?????? ?????? ???????
????? ?????? ?????? ???????
?????? ?????? ?????? ???????
??????????? ?????? ?????? ???????
?????? ????? ?????? ??????
?????????????? ?????? ?????? ??????
??????????? ????? ????? ?????





?????????????pri whP ) (see Table A 25).
 Source: based on UNODC data.
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Source: based on UNODC data.
The price at which wholesalers resell opiates to retailers (pri wh
S ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
price at the street level (mST_pr ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????TST_pu ) and the typical price at the 
wholesale level (TWS_pr ??????????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????MWS_pr ) (see Table A 22 and Table A 23).
The price at which wholesalers purchase opiates (pri wh
P ?? ???????????????????????????????????????????? ? ????????
?????? ???? ???? ?????? ????????????????????? ???????? ???????? ??? ?????????? ??? ?????????? ??????? ???? ???????? ? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Annex.4.1).
Table A 25. Purity-adjusted wholesale prices (United States dollars per kilogram of pure heroin equivalent), 









































Table A 26. Purity-adjusted retail price (United States dollars per kilogram of pure heroin equivalent), Balkan 
route countries/territory, 2009-2012 average
Annex 4.3. Retail prices
??????????? ???????????? ???????? ??????????????????????? ?????????????? ???????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????pri rt????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????




145??????? ???????????????????? ????????????? ??????????????
Source: based on UNODC data.
Country National purity-adjusted retail price Country
National purity-adjusted 
retail price
Albania ??????? ?????????? ???????
Austria ??????? ???????????????? ???????
??????? ??????? ?????????? ???????
?????????????????????? ??????? Netherlands ???????
???????? ??????? Norway ???????
Croatia ??????? ???????? ???????
?????????????? ??????? Romania ???????
??????? ??????? ?????? ??????
France ??????? ???????? ???????
??????? ??????? ???????? ???????
?????? ??????? ????? ???????
??????? ??????? ?????? ???????
Iran (Islamic Republic of) ??????? ??????????? ???????
Ireland ??????? ?????????????? ???????
Italy ??????? Poland ???????
?????? ??????? ?????? ??????
??????????? ??????

